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Tensyon:

A truly innovative point-by-point no hole support 
system for glass panes ideal in a wide range 
of applications, including monolithic, layered 
or double-glazed panes. 
The need to absorb the shi�s elicited in glass panes 
is met by intercalating plastic elements between metal 
supports and glass panes. Fixing through adjustable 
bolts, or joints , allows both axial and rotation 
movements, while eliminating the inconvenience 
of holes and tempering. The result is a significant cost 
reduction, making point-by-point facades a�ordable 
for lower budgets.  
The absence of holes also eliminates one of the major 
limits of point-by-point support: its difficult application 
in case of double-glazing, now a must given 
the growing focus on responsible energetic efficiency 
in buildings and structures. The same problem is also 
eliminated in case of photovoltaic surfaces and in 
the integration of components within glass panes. 
Through a project conceived from the start through 
accurate structural simulations with finished elements 
and clearcut requirement performance charts, 
we have achieved truly high resistance levels for 
all components. Each support can tolerate weights 
up to approximately 2000N with minimum deformation 
and the highest safety. 
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Such results dovetail with present-day designer trends 
of larger panes, in order to achieve the best possible 
see-through e�ect, while at the same time meeting 
contemporary requirements for a more streamlined 
energy performance. 
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The following is a short overview of the range  
of applications, made possible by the “flexibility” 
and “modularity” that are the inspiring principles 
of the entire project: 

A  The component is fixed directly to the supporting 
structure: tubular supports, pillars, brickwork through 
mechanical retention

B The component is fixed to pre-tensed cables: 
 B1 Single large-diameter high-tension cable to resist 

 to vertical burdens (own weight) and horizontal 
 burdens (positive and negative drive from  
 the wind and accidental actions). 

 B2 Vertical cable plus wind-bracing cables with 
 rod systems

C The component is fixed to a glass wind-bracing 
structure (Glass Fins)
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Tensyon Evo:

Less than a year a�er the release of Tensyon System, 
a revolutionary support for point-fixing systems made 
of glass panels requiring no holes, Oxidal is presenting 
its further evolution: Tensyon Evo.
Evo is a less specialized component of the previous 
system: it no longer allows for the fixing of steel wires, 
but acquires new lightness and functionality, becoming 
a versatile solution for any requirement, from facades 
to coverings, from canopies to marquees. Its «smart» 
design, especially refined in its elegant and streamlined 
shape, makes it ideal for interiors and furnishings, 
as well as for exhibition booths or display needs 
in general. 

Tensyon Evo’s greatest innovation is its system 
of studs in composite materials, featuring top 
mechanical resistance and REI certified for fire 
resistance. This feature allows for the setting up 
of glass panels in direct contact, avoiding the 
complication of gaskets and fillers. Glass is ensured 
all necessary mechanical flexibility to the impact of wind 
and thermic variations through a device integrated 
in the external stud. Like its predecessor, 
Tensyon Evo is the result of in-depth formal 
and technological research to guarantee top 
performance in resistance through cutting-edge 
FEM analysis techniques.  
Tensyon Evo  is therefore a true breakthrough 
in supporting systems for bearing structures, 
and further proofs Oxidal’s commitment to the research 
of innovative and top-performing solutions to meet 
even the most complex project demands.
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glass panel bearing structure

Aisi 316 stainless steel
external fixing plate

Aisi 316 stainless 
steel support

composite material “T” supporting plate

Tensyon Evo system installed
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Installation:
1 Fixing tensyon to structure 
 (cables, steel tubes, glass fins etc.)

2 Place the glass panels without gaskets 

3 Screw the fixing plate

1

constrain reaction

constrain reaction

constrain reaction

constrain reaction

Scheme of the forces acting on the glass
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2 3

wind pressure

twisting moment twisting moment

elastic joint

elastic joint

weight force and thermal actions weight force and thermal actions

wind pressure

Fixing by articulated screws Fixing by Tensyon system
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 thickness max 25 mm  thickness max 36 mm  thickness max 40 mm

 V-TENSYON-A   V-TENSYON-B   V-TENSYON-C  

Four arms support

tensyon 

 thickness max 25 mm  thickness max 36 mm  thickness max 40 mm

 V-TENSYON-1-A    V-TENSYON-1-B    V-TENSYON-1-C    

 thickness max 25 mm  thickness max 36 mm  thickness max 40 mm

 V-TENSYON-2-A    V-TENSYON-2-B    V-TENSYON-2-C    

 thickness max 25 mm  thickness max 36 mm  thickness max 40 mm

 V-TENSYON-EVO-A    V-TENSYON-EVO-B    V-TENSYON-EVO-C    

Terminal support

Terminal support

tensyon 1

tensyon 2

tensyon evo

tensyon system

Four ways support
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 V-ACT-03  

ACT01

ACT03

Lateral attack for double cable

 

               

 

V-ACT-01             

ACT02

Connecting rod

Lateral attack for single cable

  

 

V-ACT-02  

 

thickness max 25 mm  thickness max 36 mm  thickness max 40 mm

 

V-TENSYON-EVO-2-A    V-TENSYON-EVO-2-B   V-TENSYON-EVO-2-C    

Terminal support

tensyon evo 2

tensyon system
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